Pre-Reader  Contains 10 read-along books for parent and child to read together.  10 early learning concepts, from numbers to colors  40 colorful stickers  Predictable patterns and repetitive text  Strong picture clues  Extended activities

My Personal Review:
Weve used the Bob books, Diego phonics, Curious George phonics and by far this is the best set of books for my 4 year old boy. Each book focuses on a different phrase, so the repetition of certain words builds confidence.

The stickers have been a great reward system, for us. Generally I am selective about when using rewards - Id prefer my son learn to read simply for the enjoyment of reading, and not for the sticker - but I have to say that stickers work! I volunteer for 1st & 2nd graders who are behind their classmates (something I really dont agree with in our public schools) and stickers motivate them to read, even at that age. It also becomes a quick way for them to see how many books theyve read.

I commend the teacher who started this set, and hope more educators are able to put their real-life expertise out for parents like me!

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
Now Im Reading!: Look Around! - Volume 1: Pre-Reader by Nora Gaydos - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!